
FT-TS-120.01 Turnstile
Full Height, 3 Rota, 120° Turnstile

 

 

Access Control
Optional hydraulic damper

Easy connect of counter and traffic
indicator lights

(Electro)mechanical Fail-Open or
Fail-Close solution

Integrates with existing access control system

100% Easy to Install
Plug&Play electrical connectors

Unit delivered fully assembled to suit required
configuration

Modular: units can be swapped out if and
when required

Full drawings provided upon approval
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Tested on 500,000 cycles
Robust system
Strong connection with the turnstile spindle
100% rust free materials
No exposed components
IP55 proof housing to control module
24V DC power supply/ 230vac 3A supply single phase

100% Quality

Bi-directionnel access control
Smooth continuous movement
Anti-passback security
Impossible to be trapped in the turnstile
Manual key-override possible
Automatic return to start position
Great through visibility

100% Security
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The Fast-Tech® FT-TS-120.01 Turnstile has been meticulously designed to address the most challenging of requirements with the utmost simplicity.  
Whether required for high security or as a temporary installation, this is the only solution needed.

Supplied as a plug&play unit, the turnstile arrives fully assembled and ready to bolt in place; connect it into your new or existing access control network.  
The mechanism is tested to 500,000 cycles and the unit is class A (hot dip) galvanised and polyester powder coated to the RAL colour of your choice to 
ensure an unrivalled longevity.

Designed in-house, the Fast-Tech® FT-TS-120.01 Turnstile is expertly fabricated in the UK in our principle Fastline factory to ensure we maintain full 
control over the quality and to allow us unbeatable service in the production and modification of the standard units if required.

The unit is hot dip galvanised to BS EN 10346:2015 and polyester powder coated to BS EN 13438:2013.  
The finish colour to your choice with an option for contrasting rota/ housing colours to assist with DDA 
compliance.

All Fast-Tech® products undergo rigorous multi-stage inspections to ensure conformity to the above 
standards and contribute to our product guarantee.  Our Fast-Tech® FT-TS-120.01 Turnstile is 
manufactured in house to exceed all current legislative requirements.  When requested, the plug & play 
module is provided to confirm with guidance as stated in BS 7036-1:1996.
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This product can be provided to conform to the above standard please 
state this at the point of enquiry and our team will be more than happy 
to advise to ensure full compliance to any specification. 

See seperate Terms & Conditions for F10TM Guarantee compliance.
For full details on this or other products, please visit our website 
www.fastline-tech.co.uk
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